
THE CHALLENGE

The Public and Large Enterprise marketing team for Dell Inc, the Texas-based technology 
company, was challenged with optimizing its website experience for visitors. In order to first 
understand the behavior of the tra�c on the website, the marketing team analyzed visitor 
feedback and reviewed potential areas to enhance the experience. Through several of these 
sessions, they learned that visitors from the healthcare, education, and government vertical 
were encountering issues navigating within the website to access the vertical-specific content.

While these metrics were important, the Dell team still lacked insight into the accounts coming 
to their website, as well as the click paths and bounce rates of those accounts. 
The team required a solution that would provide them with a more complete picture of their 
website tra�c, by vertical and by account. With this information, the team would have a unique 
perspective into how dierent organizations consume information, how to better engage them, 
and how to reduce site abandonment.

THE SOLUTION

The Dell Public and Large Enterprise marketing team evaluated Demandbase Web Analytics 
as a solution for gaining insight into the composition of their web tra�c. The goal was to 
understand the ‘lost users’ and develop creative to direct the users back to relevant sections of 
the website.

Integration and implementation of Demandbase Web Analytics with Adobe SiteCatalyst 
and Adobe Test and Target was smooth and enabled the team to quickly realize the impact 
of the solution. With Demandbase, the team could start segmenting tra�c by key company 
attributes, such as audience and industry. This insight enabled them to understand how visitors 
interact with the website. They now know where customers enter the site, what pages drive 
engagement, and what areas they still need to optimize. The team was now able to understand 
where customers entered the website, what pages drove engagement, and what areas to 
optimize. They are also leveraging Adobe Test and Target to determine the most eective 
content on their website so they can create programs to drive audiences to that content.
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The ability to measure the impact of real-time personalization uncovered areas for further analysis and optimization. The 
team found that clicks on targeted creative ‘signposts’, which redirected visitors to vertically specific pages, varied by 
industry and sub-industry. For example, visitors from the Higher Education industry clicked on the creative eight times more 
than the K-12 segment; visitors from the State and Local government industry clicked on the ‘signposts’ twice as much as 
visitors from the Federal government segment. The team now plans to further investigate the behavior and optimize content 
to increase engagement.

THE RESULTS

By identifying visitors by audience and industry, Dell’s Public and Large Enterprise marketing team was now armed with an 
enhanced data set and can create rules to direct visitors to appropriate landing pages that provide content most relevant to 
them. And with Demandbase company attributes integrated into Adobe Test and Target, reporting was made easy. The Dell 
team now maps website activity by account and sets their content strategy based on the insights in those enriched reports.

Dell’s Public and Large Enterprise marketing team can now create rules that direct 
website visitors to the content most relevant to them.




